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 Abstract—The following research paper aims to present an 
algorithm that would reduce the ever increasing load on the network. 
This research paper tries to incorporate an efficient compression 
technique along with a Web crawler that would compress the 
downloaded Web page at remote side. This compressed Web page 
would then be transferred to search engine’s end for storage and 
indexing. The paper has made use of the already proposed 
algorithms by certain authors and has modified them in order to 
provide a better and an efficient algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Thousands of people use Internet on a day to day basis [1]. 
Internet has become a essential part of many people’s life. 
Moreover, its popularity and efficiency is increasing day by 
day [2]. But at the same time, various network related issues 
come forward which not only degrades the effectiveness of the 
search engine’s result but also is a reason of many problems 
that are faced by users. Various network related issues are 
listed below:- 

a) Due to the dynamic nature of the Web, a Web page 
changes even before the previous version could be 
downloaded. Thus, every time a Web crawler downloads 
the Web page and transfers it to the search engine’s 
database, the novelty of the Web page diminishes. 

b) Since there is not only a single search engine that is in use 
and every search employs several Web crawlers [3]. 
According to an estimate, these hundreds of Web crawlers 
are responsible for about 60% of the total network’s 
traffic. 

c) Due to the large amount of network load, user faces end to 
end transmission delay. Moreover network traffic is 
responsible for speed reduction while transmitting content 
from one site to another [4]. 

This paper modifies an already existing algorithm in order to 
reduce the bandwidth consumption and the network load by 
incorporating compression technique that gives compression 
percentage up to 35-40% with the Web crawlers [5]. This 
would reduce the amount of data that has to be transferred via 

a network to the search engine’s end and would finally reduce 
the usage of resources. 

The remaining research paper has been composed as follows: - 
Section 2 gives the related work which is followed by the 
problem formulation in section 3. Section 4 discusses the 
proposed work for reduction of load. Section 5 provides the 
various analysis of the proposed algorithm. And finally section 
6 concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

A lot of research has been done to reduce the amount of load 
present on the network. In [6], Joachim Hammer and Jan 
Fiedler proposed an approach in which they allow the Web 
crawlers to control the granularity of the Web documents. 
They let the Web crawler to choose the relevancy of the 
document as well as the information that is presented in it. 
Search engine transfers the crawler to the remote site where it 
lowers the amount of information that it feels is not relevant to 
the desired query. Finally, it transfers only that information 
which it considers important for answering the user’s query. 
The drawback of such an approach is that the Web crawler is 
actually ruining the information that has been presented by the 
Web document. Moreover, it is not possible for the Web 
crawlers to decide whether the information presented in Web 
page is important for the users or not.  

Rajender Nath and Satinder Bal in [7], presented a way which 
compared the original pages with the changed pages on the 
basis of the keywords and the URLs. The original page has 
already been downloaded and stored in the old database of the 
search engine. This comparison tells whether the Web page 
has been revised or not. If the Web page has not been modified 
since the last crawl, the Web crawler would not use the 
bandwidth and various other already limited resources to 
download and transfer the same page via a network. This 
results in the better utilization of available web resources. The 
authors selected 100 Web pages for experiment. By the use of 
proposed approach they found that only 63% of them have 
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been modified. Based on this refreshment of pages and weight 
of the additional component they calculated the load on the 
network. 

The approach is further modified by Naresh Kumar and 
Rajender Nath in [8]. They proposed a way to calculate the 
change frequency of a Web page. They used a frequency 
change estimator to verify whether a page has been changed or 
not. 

Further, there is comparator module that compares the old 
pages with the new ones on the basis of ASCII count. If the 
ASCII counts of the old Web page matches with the ASCII 
count of the new page, the Web page has not been modified 
and is left by the crawler. Otherwise, the Web crawler 
downloads the new page replacing the older one in the search 
engine’s database. In this only the ASCII value has been taken 
by the Web crawlers to the remote side and not the complete 
Web page for comparison. This would reduce the weight of the 
additional component by a large amount. The authors had 
found total 60 pages out of 100 pages that have been modified 
since the last crawl. Moreover, the weight of the additional 
component is also reduced as only the ASCII value has to be 
sent along with the crawlers to the remote side. If this weight 
has been assumed to be 20Kb then the total load on the 
network has been calculated as 500kb. 

3. . PROBLEM FORMULATIONS 

There are certain problems that have been found in various 
techniques that were proposed by different authors. Some of 
these problems have been expressed below:- 

a) Certain papers [7][8] that uses a page change 
calculating technique has to employee an 
additional component that has to be transferred 
with the Web crawlers to the remote side. 
Sending a complete Web page for comparison 
would increase the inefficiency of the proposed 
algorithm as a lot of bandwidth would be 
consumed by the Web crawlers and the remote 
side may not allow crawlers to utilize much of 
its memory. 

b) Even after page change calculating technique is 
used, the reduction of load is not substantial. 
Therefore a significant compression technique 
can result in a significant reduction of load on 
the network. 

c) Moreover, some of the compression techniques 
[9] are lossy and would change the information 
or the data that is meant to be provided by the 
Web page. 

d) Another problem that can be mentioned here is 
that the proposed technique in [7][8] and many 
other does not provide the adequate information 
about how many times the respective Web page 
has been changed. 

Main concern of the following research paper is to rectify first 
three problems that are stated above. 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

The authors had tried to find the compression technique that 
certainly gives a higher compression ratio so that by 
incorporating it with the Web crawlers maximum compression 
ration ratio is achieved which would reduce the amount of 
data that has to be transferred to the search engine. 
Compression ratio is defined as the ratio of uncompressed size 
to the compressed size of the Web page more the compression 
ratio, better it would be. For this authors have surveyed 
various compression techniques that are proved to be highly 
efficient such as WinZip, WinRar, GZip, 7zip etc. The 
compression ratio for the same is shown in Fig. 1. 

Following are the results of the comparison that has been done 
by surveying various sites [10]:-  

File Compression Ratio 

 
Fig. 1: compression ratios of various compression techniques. 

By the above graph, it can be concluded that GZip gives the 
best possible compression ratio. Moreover, authors have 
practically tested the GZip compression technique as shown in 
Fig. 2 and the results are quite similar to the compression ratio 
mentioned above. 
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100*8 = 800 Kb 

For a Web crawler that uses a page change calculating 
technique [8], found that only 60% of the total pages have 
been modified and are needed to be downloaded. 

Therefore Pt would be 60 for the above scenario and the load 
without compression by using the same equation would be 
calculated as follows:- 

(60*8) +20 =500 Kb 

By using WinZip compression that could compress the page 
up to 60 %, load will be:- 

(60*8) (1- 60/100) +20 = 212Kb 

And using GZip the load can be further reduced to slightly 
higher compression percentage [11]. The load on the network 
would be:- 

(60*8) (1-70/100) +20 =164kb 

It has been demonstrated that by using GZip the load on the 
network is less as compared to the scenario when WinZip 
compression technique is used. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper aims at developing a better approach in order to 
reduce the load on the network. The authors analyze various 
techniques for network load reduction by using available 
online services. Then they found GZip as a superior technique. 
To cross verify the results provided by online resources, the 
authors tested the GZip practically. Then the achieved results 
showed that the proposed technique reduced the network load 
from 500Kb to 164Kb which is much better than the network 
load mention in the available literatures. The most important 
task of this work is to implement the proposed approach in 
combination with mobile agents for network load reduction up 
to a significant amount. Several interesting issues may be 
identified which need to be addressed by future research 
before the implementation of proposed approach.  
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